Maths Home Learning Northern Saints CE (VA) Primary School
Summer Term 2020
Guide for Parents
Starting from this week, we are going to use a whole school approach for the home-learning
of Mathematics, using the resources produced by Andrell Education and The Oak National
Academy. Please follow the step by step guide to help you to understand what this daily
maths lesson will look like.
Andrell Education
The children will begin their Maths by completing one of the Andrell Education activities –
Beat That, CLIC, SAFE, WRH Problem of the day – just as they would if they were in school.
Each day, your child’s class teacher will post a mental maths activity that will look like one of
the following:

The children are familiar with these tasks, as they usually complete them every morning in
school. Each task should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. The aim is for the
children to work as quickly as possible, applying their mental calculation skills. For some
questions, they may need to support their thinking with a written calculation strategy. The
answers for these tasks will be posted, daily, by your child’s class teacher so that you can
mark them together at home.
Simply click on the link that will be sent to you, daily, to access these activities.
The Oak National Academy
The Oak National Academy daily maths lesson should take the children between 40 and 60
minutes to complete, depending of their ability.
Class teachers will talk to individual parents, whose children may need to access a different
year group’s curriculum, this ensures that all maths learning is tailored to the needs of all
individual children.
The Academy has prepared a series of maths lessons for each year group. Every lesson
comes with a pre learning quiz, a teaching video and resource activity and a post learning
quiz.
Click on the link below will take you to the home page and follow these instructions:

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom
1.Click on the schedule tab

2. Select Year Group

3. Select Lesson – Maths and then start the lesson

Lesson Structure
The Lesson begins with an introductory quiz. The children can complete the quiz on line and
submit their answers which will be marked and answers will be shown.

The children then watch a video that is technically the teaching part of the lesson. They can
pause and rewind as needed and it explains everything in detail whilst also showing the
visual (CPA approach).
The children are asked key questions and are asked to pause the video to make
predications etc.

The Activity
The children are given an activity to complete. Each stage of the video models and
demonstrates the procedural variation that is required to complete the activity. The video
also tells the children to pause and have a go at questions 1 and 2 etc. Meaning they are
provided with clear modelling and scaffolding throughout.
The activity is part of the video but the children are also provided with slides so that they can
see and read each part of the activity with ease.

Answers

Answers are provided as part of the teaching sequence so children can mark immediately.

Post Learning Quiz

This enables pupils to recap their learning for the day. There is no way for you to track their
progress in these quizes but the children may want to share their scores with you.

The Expectation
 Children – to complete one mental maths activity daily and post their evidence of
completion onto the portfolio page.
 Teachers – will post answers for these tasks every day so that you can mark them at
home.
 Children – to complete one Oak National Academy Maths lesson every day and post
their evidence of completion onto the portfolio page for teachers to monitor. This can
be done very easily by taking a photograph or video.
 Parents and Children – you can mark the work together after completion as answers
are built into the lesson video.
 Parents – Do not need to print out the task for their children, children can answer the
questions on paper.
 Teachers – will be available to support and will communicate daily with you about the
content of each daily maths lesson.

Thank you for your support and remember that we are always here to help!
Mrs. D. Curley (DHT and Maths Leader)

